Wiggers’ new ‘Art’ proves masterpiece

By DAVID DIETZMAN

The journal hailed the production as an example of a new, more theatrical approach to student government, and today the group is looking to continue the trend. The group has already announced the 1983-84 slate of officers, including the new student leaders of the last few years, who have been involved in the production.

In the past, a gathering in a Chris-

Maria Brinkley, a student leader at Princeton, said that she had been around the group for a long time and was impressed with the way it had grown.

"They didn't seem to have too con-

"An example of that is that through the Providence prosecutor's office, we have not been able to determine the exact figure for the next year, but it will be

"We're the new generation, and we're looking into plans for 1983-84. Brown and Cornell expressed their interest in taking the lead in this endeavor, but we still have a lot of work to do," the student leaders said.
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**Quadrantics Presents**

**Auditions**

**Jesus Christ Superstar**

 Held at Houston Hall Aud. Jan. 20 & 23 7:00 P.M. Come and be prepared to dance

 Funded by SAC.

---

**News In Brief**

**Reagan, Mubarak discuss Lebanon**

 In a telephone call, President Ronald Reagan, declaring that there is a "golden opportunity" for peace in the Middle East, urged President Mubarak to persuade the Lebanese to withdraw their troops from Lebanon.

 "Upon achieving that, other aspects of the problem would be...," she said in a two-hour meeting with Reagan at the White House.

 There was no indication that Mubarak asked Reagan to impress U.S. military or economic aid to Israel, although such a move by the United States is known to be under consideration.

 Mubarak appealed publicly to the President to "seize the opportunity" for peace, and augmented the question of the rights of the Palestinian people to self-determination.

 The President's statement to Mubarak was broadcast from Lebanon's official television station. In Beirut, however, the country's three foreign embassies did not broadcast the statement.

 Mubarak called for a freeze on all military activity, an end to violence, and a resumption of negotiations for a peace treaty.

 Before withdrawing, Israel wants to keep some of its territorial gains and stop Palestinian unrest, but not for a Palestinian state.

 Reagan went on to list the problems Israel also would return its ambassador to Washington as he and the Egyptian leader posed for photographs with key advisors at the opening of their meeting.

 Asked by a reporter whether peace talks could continue while foreign forces remain in Lebanon, the President said with a smile, "No questions of a photo opportunity."

 According to the U.S. official, a U.S. diplomat who was not present at the meeting, Reagan would be willing to accept a troop withdrawal.

 Reagan "clearly indicated the desirability of relations between Egypt and Israel being better," the official said.

---

**Update**

**University affiliated groups may**

**Daily Pennsylvania**

**ISO 280:2000 National Iteration moves**

**Organ/dtlun Forui**

**volume o* listings there is no**

**Street, from 9 a m to 5 p m Mon**

**Find each floor**

**Services and meeting**

**Agenda includes proposals to**

**kept in a personnel.**

---

**Campus Events**

**TOMORROW**

**La Casa Hispana presents**

**Luis Peralta's**

**On the Night of**

**Friday, January 22, 8:00 p.m. in**

**La Casa Hispana room 245 at Van Pelt Library**

**22203 at 30th and Spruce Street, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.**

**MAISON FRANCAIS Bienvenue a**

**Students interested in**

**French Brunch and General**

**FRIDAY 28th Donna 2220514 or**

**LA CASA HISPANIC presents**

**El Viaje International Film**

**Friday, January 22, 8:00 p.m. in**

**La Casa Hispana room 245 at Van Pelt Library**

**22203 at 30th and Spruce Street, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.**

**HAPPY 20th, KIM**

**Love, Lauren Maria Rita & Helen**

**Flash Beach party at the**

**34th Street**

**Alexis Tannehill room 245 at**

**22203 at 30th and Spruce Street, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.**

**MAISON FRANCAIS Bienvenue a**

**Students interested in**

**French Brunch and General**

**2220514 or**

**Questions? Contact 2220514 or**

**Interact with Mrs. Kemper**

**In the lobby of Van Pelt Library**

**22203 at 30th and Spruce Street, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.**

---

**Best Wishes from the 98th Board of Managers**
B. NANCY KESTELTMAN

Rittenhouse lab stands as building

Attention shoppers

Gimbel gives gift of fitness to U.

Gimbel's Gold Medal of Honor and gold Von

By SUZANNE LOVE

Gimbel bought the Gold Medal of Honor and gold Von

Square Pegs

Rittenhouse lab stands as building

By BOY TONZAWA

Gifts ad-Vance alumnus' status

By ROY LEVY

Levy family enriches campus

The Daily Pennsylvania, Friday, January 26, 1983
IBIaustein became a beai reportei because the then Managing Editor Scott Hellet noticed the boy's Set iies in the Red Sox played the Cardinals in the 1967 World Series, however, Marc moved in St. Louis where he intellectual) inclined gene pool in Hn-1.n1, semesters, lasted a semester before we

Shocked, I continued his meteoric use, moving up to Pro Maryland) and Ellen (a market analyst

...In St Louis, the "Blau" moved to Baltimore, the next comes Blaustein, a nineteen year-old

Iridat. January 28, 19X3

I looked, and I looked, but it just seemed to be gone. And the person who owned the game yelled at me. "You can't play unless you have all the dice back!"

...out of the room.

The next day I slept late and read the book, but I had to leave the book, but it seemed to be missing. I probably should have sworn off juggling for the rest of time. But I didn't know how to stop.

The day before, I found what I thought I needed right before I left for home. I wanted a gift of some kind, and I picked it up.

...the cube I knew where the dice were. I always just in control, and there was no way I could be anyone else in the world, he would have been just as much to watch me lose. "I'd be Herschel Walker."

...I couldn't figure out what happened. It seemed to be gone. And the person who owned the game yelled at me. (I don't know why I was so upset, but I was)

...fell asleep since we weren't quite finished with my work. And when I came home, it looked as though it had been left lying there. I was at peace.

...you write columns, unless the editorial staff added to H.K.R. such as increased donations and PresidentHackendorf's and Provost Ehrlich's

...the editorial staff, unless I do the editorial chairman gives you permission to write a piece. Of course, it helps if there's an editorial chairman to write about whatever they wish at a regular weekly interest.
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Diplomat will speak on future of Argentine life

Dr. David L. Schwartz

Longtime neighbor, the cultural

of the Argentine Embassy in Washin

in the late center of affairs in Argen

The lecture is being sponsored by

the Modern Language College, and

will be held at here at 1 p.m.

According to Josef Naharro, the

director of Modern Languages,

Mendiz will speak on the

topic of "Argentina," specifically

on the future of Argentine

politics. "There are important
elections in November in which

we will replace the outgoing

government," Mendiz said. "I

will discuss what these elections

will mean in the light of the

transition. I look forward to

discussing the continuing crisis in

the Falkland Islands," Naharro

said. "We will go on to discuss the

large garrison of British soldiers

stationed here in the islands,"

Mendiz said. "We will show our

support for the military, and this

will be a great opportunity for the

students to learn about the situation.

I will take this opportunity to

mention the continuing crisis in the

left."

Several people are expected to

attend the discussion, including

seniors who have not had the

opportunity to attend. "I expect

there will be a large turnout of

students," she said.

According to President Ronald

Naharro, the lecture will be an in

depth discussion of the topic and

will include hours of discussion.

There will be a panel discussion

following the lecture, and this will

be the opportunity for the students

to ask questions of the

politicians.

Mendiz will discuss the elections

in light of the transition. He will

discuss the importance of the

elections in November, and this

will be a great opportunity for the

students to learn about the

situation. He will also discuss the

Falkland Islands, and this will be

a great opportunity for the

students to learn about the

situation. He will discuss the
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November, and this will be a
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students to learn about the

situation.
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Wiggers have 'Art'—

In a later skit, e.g., the audience can find several works by Jean Paul Sartre winds up giving existential-grams in short telephone biis between scenes, and in one he is even the artistic clients. These bits act as interludes between scenes, but should not be viewed as filler—they are some of the funniest one-liners in the show. Also lend your ear to the short musical number by the Tom English, and a unique tribute to great music, four men harmonize—"in a non-

Wiggers have 'Art'—

unusual dance number, but it seems
to go on a different long, and you

Wiggers have 'Art'—

wonder when it will end.

The ultimate set can turn home in their feminine wardrobe, and happily they do not try on dog clothes or get bored with their scene. The superb second act begins with "The Bard has never been more frequent played," and the all-male cast is at home in their feminine wardrobe, and happily the actors do not rely on drug jokes to get the laughs for them. The superior second act is a great tribute to just how many films Bogart ever made. Although the plot is possibly the longest in the show, it does not lack for humor. The end is a bit of a disappointment—it looks like the group is tired, with an obvious Reagan reference, but it is also a fitting ending for this superior skit.

The theme of this year's production is carried through perfectly, producing some pure, and other skits that one might think possible. When asked the whereabouts of the man known only as "Art" in "H Movie Art," Kick replies, "in the eye of the beholder." If the best skit in the show is a WAP version of Shakespeare, Aptly entitled "Rommet and Goites," the all-male cast is in a McDonald's where Hamlet works. The Bard has never been more frequent played. The McDonald's used to be a Duncan Donuts. The walkman dance number uses an

correct technique, you hear the music only when the actors take the head phones off—and clearly shows the superior dancing skills of the actors. The suburbia skit, "Soap Opas," was the only disappointment in the second act. The stereotyped characters were perfectly accurate, but the skit failed to tap into the potential humor. The spoken dialogue was funny, but the songs, which constituted most of the scene, were flat.

The finale is "Patrons of the Arts," the group's tribute to the society crowd. It concludes with a series of show-stopping chorus lines that prove not even only wear garters, but don't always have to. But what? It's all innocent.

Sainted exec— Welcome back to the old place— The 97th

HELP WANTED
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY— Seeking new talent for writing, photography and business staffs of award-winning college newspaper. Report news, features, sports, arts and entertainment. Help us cover the campus, the city, and the nation. Be a sales rep, design ads, help manage our half-million dollar budget. Excellent opportunity to work with computerized facilities, meet interesting people, gain invaluable hands-on experience. Unlimited number of positions open. Flexible hours. On-the-job training provided. Apply at the offices of The Daily Pennsylvania.

*** Intro Meeting Today meeting ——— January 28, 4:00 p.m. at 4015 Walnut Street, second floor.

Can't make the introductory meeting? Call Nina Liu at 898-6585 or drop by our offices anytime.

Make The DP Work For You— Work For The DP


The 99th Torch

The Torch is Passed

Frenetic Fatsis takes reins as news editor

When Eric Savitz finished his first year on The Daily Pennsylvanian and went home, he expected to see it on his front door. The style editor was a new job and the

When Eric Savitz finished his first year on The Daily Pennsylvanian and went home, he expected to see it on his front door. The style editor was a new job and the...
34th Street, that no nonsense chronicle of epic Philadelphia adventure is seeking editors and gentlemen to restore the great American ideas (films, theater, dance, art, music, and hand to hand combat) to local publishing. We want strong, dedicated men and women who aren't afraid of challenge to state their views in this much decorated journal.

Rendezvous Point: 4015 Walnut Street
Time: 1500 hours Friday, Jan. 28

Discussion and Reception with Sam Greenlee following special showing of his 1973 revolutionary film based on his controversial best selling novel about the C.I.A.

* Janet Leigh
* Lawrence Cook
* Paula Kelly
* J.A. Preston

in

THE SPOOK WHO SAT BY THE DOOR

written by
Sam Greenlee

directed by
Ivan Dixon

SUNDAY, JANUARY 30 at 4 pm Zellerbach Theatre
Tickets: S2 students, S4 general

Presented in celebration of Black History Month and Year 102 by Annenberg Center and Afro-American Studies Program in association with Penn's Sister Sister, Office of Student Life-Year 102 and W.E.B. Du Bois College House

Tickets at Annenberg Center Box Office
“Ventrman” (Continued from page 1)

But the smoker added that as time went on, he came to realize that Biddy
was his own life. When he ap-
proached Biddy on one occasion and
said that he liked the way
Biddy’s reply was, “Sometimes yes,
often no.”

When he asked Biddy if he had a place to stay, Biddy answered, “yes, here,”
indicating the floor street. When asked whether he needed
Biddy’s reply was “I have clothes,” referring to the clothes he
was wearing, “I was wearing,” meaning that he heard the
“ventman” was “a nice guy, Biddic’s
wanted to, “it was his decision.”

When asked whether he needed
Biddy’s reply was, “Sometimes yes,
often no.”

“M. I gave him a ride,” the man
said. asking that he “two sort of „hurry” using Biddy first he
wanted to, “It was his decision.”

Production

“He was part of the University community and the community at
large,” he added. “It sort of made
him a part of the family.” He ad-
nounced that he had “Brad Biddenberg” as his name for a
School day was looking into the

weaving of the University student
Biddy’s body so that he could
receive a proper burial or cremation.

Next asked those interested in
discussing possible funeral or cen-
memorial arrangements to meet with
him at the end of the memorial, and
for Biddy’s body to be set up for Biddy’s burial or crema-
tion.

A brief silence followed the
exchange of comments at the gather-
ing, and Alley’s rendition of “I Don’t
be the Father” concluded the
memorial service.

PHOTO BY H. E. R. DULEY COLLEGE HOUSE

COFFEEHOUSE

SAT. JAN. 29
W ith mickey shur
® guitar/mandolin

Reefsey Lounge
HRS
6:30 PM

Music, Food, Drinks, Fun!!
Shamal Productions

Smokey Joe’s Friday Happy Hours are the
Perfekt Start to a Super Weekend!
See You at Smokes!

PRESENT STUDENT VIEWS TO TRUSTEES!

INTERVIEW TO BE A
STUDENT LIASON
TO A TRUSTEE COMMITTEE

SIGN-UPS FOR INTERVIEW
THURS., FRI., JAN. 27, 28
10 A.M. TO 4 P.M.
UA/NEC - HOUSTON HALL LOBBY

FOR RESIDENTIAL

there’s still time to

GRADUATE

FELLOWSHIPS

in

PENN’S COLLEGE HOUSES

and

LIVING - LEARNING PROGRAMS

Applications available at:
College House
Programs Office
3901 Locust Walk
(High Rise North), and
At the Reception
Desks
Of Specific College
Houses and Living-Learning
Programs.

Deadline:
Monday, January
31st, 5 PM

Arts House Living-
Learning Program
BHI College House
Modern Languages College
House (Italian only)
Stouffer College House
Van Pelt College House
Ware College House
W.E.B. DuBois College House
The new guard takes over DP

Stefan Fatsis will become the new sports editor. Fatsis, a diminutive Greek who was once described definitively as a ferret-like ability to produce news, has shown a technical magic of Brokmlnnovation, Inc. and gained valuable business experience there, as financial manager. He came to the University from Calabasas High School in Los Angeles County, Calif., and is an aspiring major. He plans to get his CPA's license one day soon after graduation.
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The Second Sex, and the 1944
American English edition of Sartre's Women's Studies program.

"We envision three days of panel
discussions and invited speakers,
plus ancillary events," Batz said.

These events, which are still in
the initial planning stages, include the first American presentation of
Sartre's De Beauvoir's only play, on
comedy and dramatics and novelists
and her influence on modern
discussions and invited speakers,
and include romance languages
professor Michelle Fine, the
American production of (Second
Sex), an
women's history and philosophy, and
and faculty members from other
courses toward solving the
problems they have.

"I like the people they've met here," he
continued. "Some people have visions of
students and instructors really
building the school and the community.

"I would not have chosen this place had
I not been inspired by friends of mine who
saw the potential," said Savitz.
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**El Ballet Folklorico de Penn announces its 1st class in traditional Mexican Dance**

Join us on Saturday, Jan. 29 @ 2:00 pm

**Rm 245**

**Moochee Hall**

Everyone welcome.

**Classes are free.**

---

**Super Bowl & Dance Party Redkiss vs. Dolphins at Pagano’s New (no) POINT LOUNGE**

Sunday, Jan. 30

38th & Chestnut - 382-4105

5 P.M.

- $4.95 Buffet
- Live DJ after game
- Popcorn
- 7 T.V. Screen
- Prizes
- 9 P.M.

---

**United Jewish Appeal Campus Campaign 1983**

Theater last night had live, politics, humor.

I was a wide-ranging talk, cosponsored by Groove Pi Groove Special (Jewish Community). It was the first time, according to the program book, That they paid the night out, but never been that successful.

Theater was a hit and a half. I think there were two or three people who thought it was just all right, but I think they were more than happy with it.

---

**NEW LONDON STYLE PIZZA**

**39th & Street**

**40th & Chestnut Streets**

---

**An Officer and a Poet Speak**

**Ex-CIA official faults policies**

---

**United Jewish Appeal**

**Campus Campaign**

**1983**

---

**The Best Haircut On or Off Campus.**

**NEW MINI SERVICE**

We’ll cut it, shampoo it, condition it, you blow dry, your equipment.

$15.00

**The Precision Haircut**

---

**NEW YORK CITY**

**ABRIDGED**

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---
Quaker Oats

RANDY DEAN - Although a very athletic boy, he really couldn't dance. Maybe he should have tried a quad team suited for his many talents -- like basketball.

CRAC MORTON - He was fairly good, but not as good as the other two. He was never particularly interested in dancing, and the music he chose to dance to was not to his liking.

BILLY THOMPSON - His only advantage was his height. He was able to make up for his lack of skill by showing off his height and strength.

Rocky Thompson - His inability to lift even a 500-pound barbell at the 20-pound level was the main reason his dancing was poor. However, he did manage to pull off the front of a car to his side, and he danced a lot to the rhythm of the in-car music.

The actions of these boys were in contrast to the movements of the two boys who were actually dancing well. These boys were the ones who were actually enjoying the dance.

Work Study Jobs are still available at the Daily Pennsylvania

Call Mary Lou or Cathy at 386-6581

Classified Ads

Place your classifieds at the D.P. office — 4015 Walnut Street, 2nd floor.

Cost: $20 per word, per day.

Deadline: 6 p.m. two days before publication.

Penn Weekend

(Continued from back page)

apartments

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT

1025 North 34th Street

$230

Rental: 3 months minimum

CALL MARY LOU OR CATHY AT 386-6581

2T/10 94th Street

$350

38th 4 Spruce

$320

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT

94th street

$415

38th 4 Spruce

$450

Rental: 3 months minimum

CALL MARY LOU OR CATHY AT 386-6581

40TH St. SPRUCE

Hamilton Court

Call Michelle 471-3872

Office (382-2969)

A potential for living newly renovated house $190 plus utilities. Call Hamilton Court for more information. (382-2969)

LARGE ONE BEDROOM. $4043

ON CAMPUS EFFICIENCIES (382-2969)

HURRY 387-8568

Randy Dean and Roskv Thompson are) to dethrone them, call Andy at 387-2353.

If you're searching lor an alternative to PSA for Tuesday's basketball game al Princeton, call Bruce Yuen at 387-2353. He's running a bus to the game which he claims is cheaper — $7.50 per person.

getting hit If you're searching lor an alternative to the unthinkablc - getting hit If you're searching lor an alternative to the unthinkablc — getting hit If you're searching lor an alternative to the unthinkablc — getting hit If you're searching lor an alternative to the unthinkablc — getting hit If you're searching lor an alternative to the unthinkablc. —

WANTED

WANTED

WORK-STUDY

Can you use an extra $250 rebate, male undergrad.必须 near Dental School. Contact 386-2380.

DENTAL STUDENTS

Penn's Dental School is recruiting students for a summer research project.

Call 382-6570.

Penn's Dental School is recruiting students for a summer research project.

Call 382-6570.

Penn's Dental School is recruiting students for a summer research project.
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Penn's Dental School is recruiting students for a summer research project.
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Big Five Showdown for W. Thielands

W. Thielands — two meets

Milrose Games: tonight in N. Y., 8:30 p.m.

By MARC ASHLEY

at the West Side Stadium, N. Y., 8:30 p.m.

Several of the Thielands' standout performers will be in Madison Square Garden tonight when they compete in the Milrose Games. In the world, the Milrose Games: many of the best track and field teams in the country will be represented.

For Harris, the Milrose Games represent an opportunity to showcase how he can compete against the world's top stars. Included in the field in the 400-meter dash will be Houston Miller, attempting a comeback after two mediocre years, Harlan Floyd, and Holman Thompson, who won the national title in the javelin throw.

Harris, who was third in the 800 meters in the Olympics in 1972, will compete in the 800 meters tonight. He has been working on his technique and has been focusing on improving his times. He is expected to be a strong contender for the national title in the event.

Oscar Harris, who picked up the American title three years ago, is currently the defending champion of the United States. He has been training hard and is expected to make another strong showing.

In addition, the women's team will be represented by some of the country's top female athletes, including Mary van Dyke, who won the national title in the 400 meters, and Carol Meyers, who finished second.

The Milrose Games are a great opportunity for the Thielands to showcase their talent and compete against the best in the world. It will be a thrilling night of track and field action!